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Heavy-fermion behavior of the ferrimagnetic compound UCu5Sn
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We have measured ac-magnetic susceptibility, magnetization, electrical resistivity, magnetoresistance, and
specific heat on the polycrystalline sample UCu5Sn. The specific heat over temperature shows a strong increase
at low temperatures. The electronic specific heat coefficientg of 330 mJ/K2mol determined by extrapolation
to T50 K classifies this compound as a moderate heavy-fermion system. The other measurements together
with neutron diffraction reveal that this compound orders ferrimagnetically atTC553.5 K. The temperature
dependence of the magnetic resistivity of UCu5Sn indicates a behavior consistent with Kondo-type interactions
with TK515 K in the presence of crystalline electric field effects.@S0163-1829~99!06731-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy-fermion~HF! materials continue to attract consid
erable interest due to a puzzled transformation observe
low temperatures from the localized to itinerant behavi
This phenomenon, despite numerous studies in the past,
requires many theoretical and experimental attempts to
explained. One of the most crucial aspects of heavy fermi
is their relationship to magnetism and magnetic order. M
netism is a more robust aspect of HF systems than initi
envisioned when they were classified into nonmagnetic
magnetic types. Careful microscopic studies continue to p
vide evidence for some kind of usually weak antiferroma
netic order occurring in most, if not all, HF’s. Thus a clas
fication scheme and a framework for understanding
mutual relationship between the HF state and magnetic o
has emerged. This framework recognizes two scenarios:1 ~i!
magnetism arising among strongly interacting heavy qu
particles, or~ii ! competition between on-site Kondo scree
ing and intersite Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY !
interactions as implied by Kondo-lattice models. These t
scenarios can be schematically described by two relevan
ergy scalesTK and TM , whereTK is a Kondo scale or the
effective degeneracy of the Kondo electron band, andTM
represents the strength of magnetic interactions.TK is mea-
sured by the electronic specific heat coefficient whileTM is
the temperature of the magnetic order. The first scenario
responds toTM, TK ; the second scenario impliesTM
'TK . Here we present the results of thermodynamic, m
netic, and transport measurements on UCu5Sn, a moderately
heavy fermion system, which defies this phenomenolog
description of HF’s. As is shown below, the magnetic ord
is of ferrimagnetic type andTM@ TK .

UCu5Sn belongs to a recently discovered family
UCu5M compounds, whereM stands for Al, In, or Sn. The
crystal structures of these compounds are different and
that for UCu5In relates to the CeCu5Au type.2 Those for Al
~Ref. 3! and Sn~this work! are tetragonal and hexagona
respectively. As found in our previous studies, the first t
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~7!/4696~6!/$15.00
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compounds order antiferromagnetically withTN518 K for
Al and 23 K for In ternaries.3,4 Their corresponding linea
specific heat coefficients are also alike, 180 mJ/K2mol for
UCu5Al and 170 mJ/K2mol for UCu5In.3,4 The low-
temperature state for both these compounds can be then
derstood in the second scenario of competing RKKY a
on-site Kondo interactions for whichTN'TK .

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples UCu5Sn and ThCu5Sn were prepared by ar
melting the constituent elements~U: 99.95 at. %; Th: 99.9
at. %; Cu: 99.999 at. %, and Sn: 99.999 at. %! on a water-
cooled copper hearth under a high purity argon gas. T
weight loss of samples during the arc melting was sma
than 0.5%. In the case of UCu5Sn, two separately synthe
sized samples were used in our study. Sample no. 1 was
annealed, while sample no. 2 was vacuum annealed
800 °C for three days. The annealing slightly increased
value of the resistivity, but did not affect any other da
particularly the magnetization. The data presented here w
obtained on sample no. 2. X-ray analysis reveals that
investigated samples were single phase with a hexag
structure. The room-temperature lattice parameters were
termined by a least-squares fitting to experimental data. T
area5498.3 ~1! andc52029.5~4! pm for UCu5Sn, anda
5498.8 ~1! and c52028.6~5! pm for ThCu5Sn. As a very
recent x-ray refinement of a single crystal of UCu5Sn has
revealed, the crystal structure of this ternary stannide is
CeNi5Sn type.5

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 we present results of ac-magnetic susceptibil
xac , measurements in the temperature range 4–100 K
formed with a Lake Shore susceptometer~series 7000!. Both
in-phase (x8) and out-of-phase (x9) components ofxac
have pronounced maxima. The characteristic peak inx8 at
TC553.5 K indicates a magnetic phase transition. The pr
4696 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 4697HEAVY-FERMION BEHAVIOR OF THE FERRIMAGNETIC . . .
ence of a pronounced maximum inx9 at a temperature
slightly lower thanTC indicates a ferromagnetic contributio
to the magnetically ordered state. An ordinary antiferrom
netic ordering~AF! should not give rise to thex9 anomaly.

Further arguments for the existence of the ferromagn
component in the ordered state of UCu5Sn are provided by
dc susceptibility and magnetization measurements. Th
measurements were performed using either the Faraday
ance or superconducting quantum interference de
~SQUID! magnetometer~quantum design MPMS-5 type!.
For these measurements, the samples were first powd
and then potted into a cylindrical cell. This procedure effe
tively eliminates any preferential orientation of arc-melt
material and leads to direction-averaged properties. Figu
shows the inverse of dc susceptibility (xdc

21) as a function of
temperature between 1.7–1000 K. Thisxdc is defined as
magnetization~M! obtained in the field~B! of 0.5 T divided
by this field. At temperatures larger than 200 K,xdc follows
a Curie-Weiss law with an effective momentme f f 5 3.11~5!
mB /U and a paramagnetic Curie temperatureQp5263(2)
K. Below 200 K, thexdc

21 versusT dependence shows
strong downward deviation from a straight line and mark
curvature at temperatures nearTC , reminiscent of ferrimag-

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of ac-magnetic suscep
ity, xac , for UCu5Sn. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 2. UCu5Sn as a function of temperature. The solid line is
fit to the experimental data. The inset shows the low-tempera
magnetization taken on zero-field cooled~ZFC! and on field cooled
~FC! samples atB50.1 T. The solid lines in the inset are guides
the eye.
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netic materials. Usually, the inflection point of the magne
zation ~minimum of derivative of the magnetizatio
dM(T)/dT) taken at the lowest magnetic field defines
ordering temperatureTC . This point for UCu5Sn is close to
that determined from thexac curve and is equal to 53.9 K
Below TC , theMFC~T! dependence demonstrates a clear f
romagneticlike character of the sample, whileMZFC~T!
shows a broad maximum at about 30 K. A marked differen
between ZFC and FC magnetization curves implies the p
ence of a large magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the inve
gated material.

The magnetization versus field curvesM (B), taken at se-
lected temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. These curves ex
typical hysteretic behavior of ferromagnetic materials with
strong crystalline anisotropy. At 1.7 K, the magnetizati
initially increases almost linearly with field, then sudden
increases and exhibits saturation effects in still higher fie
This sudden jump in magnetization is due to overcoming
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. We accept the field co
sponding to the inflection point,Bcr , as the measure of an
isotropy energy.Bcr is about 0.7 T forT51.7 K and de-
creases at higher temperature becoming 0 T at about 50 K.
The striking feature of these data is the rather low avera
magnetic momentM50.6 mB/at.U, reached for a powdere
sample in a maximum applied field of 5.5T. At first glance,
this behavior indicates that either the two differentU sublat-
tices in the unit cell of the CeNi5Sn type, with antiferromag-
netically coupled moments are not completely compensa
or there exists some canting of magnetic moments. In or
to further explain these magnetization data we have initia
collaborative efforts to study the magnetic structure of t
compound via neutron diffraction. From the recently pe
formed neutron scattering measurements we have foun
ferrimagnetic structure with a propagation vectork
5(0,0,0). In this structure the alignment ofU magnetic mo-
ments is along the hexagonalc axis. This structure is also
characterized by ferromagnetic planes with the (12) stack-
ing sequence. The size of theU moments lying in the~0,0,0!
plane, formed by the sites (2a), is about 10 times larger tha
those in the adjacent~0, 0, 1/4! plane formed by the sites
2(d). The atomic ratio of both these sites in the unit cell

il-

re

FIG. 3. Magnetization of UCu5Sn measured in fields up to 5.5
and at selected temperatures between 1.7–60 K. The solid line
guides to the eye.
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1:1 and this difference in the magnitudes of the mome
leads to a net moment of uranium atoms. More detailed n
tron diffraction data will be published elsewhere.6 These re-
sults explain the relatively small value of the ordered m
netic moment and the sign of the paramagnetic Curie-W
temperature. This sign, as opposed to normal ferromagn
is negative, implying predominance of negative, antifer
magnetic exchange interactions.

The electrical resistivity, discussed next, is also not ty
cal of ferromagnetic compounds. The electrical resistiv
r(T), measured using a standard dc four-probe method
shown in Fig. 4 for temperatures between 40 mK and 300
Upon cooling from room temperature, the resistivity initial
decreases slightly and then nearT554 K, r(T) drops mark-
edly due to the onset of the magnetic order. Furthermore
T527 K, r(T) goes through a deep minimum and then
creases steeply when the temperature is lowered. As sh
in the inset to Fig. 4,r(T) shows a small keen anomaly
T50.8 K, saturating at a constant value below this tempe
ture.

In order to estimate the phonon contribution to the res
tivity of UCu5Sn, the resistivity of nonmagnetic, isostru
tural homologue ThCu5Sn has been measured. As it is show
in Fig. 4, r(T) of this compound has a typical metallic tem
perature dependence. The magnetic, 5f -electron contribution
to the resistivity of UCu5Sn has been obtained from the fo
lowing subtraction:r(UCu5Sn) –r(ThCu5Sn). The result is
presented in the form ofrmag versus lnT in Fig. 5. This
curve is strikingly similar to those for Ce-Kondo lattice com
pounds and mimics the theoretical behavior predicted
Kondo systems with crystal-field effects. According to t
theory of Cornut and Coqblin,7 the broad maximum, ob
served for UCu5Sn at temperatures slightly above 100
would correspond to the overall crystal-field~CF! splitting
DCF . For Ce materials showing no magnetic ordering,
slopes ofrmag versus lnT at lower and higher temperature
are just related to the effective crystal-field degeneracy of
ground state and higher excited CF states, respectiv
However, the low-temperature slope ofrmag in our case is a
result of the competition between the dropping tendency
spin-disorder resistivity with decreasing temperature due
the onset of magnetic order on the one hand, and on the o

FIG. 4. The electrical resistivity of UCu5Sn and ThCu5Sn be-
tween 4 and 300 K. The inset shows the resistivity of UCu5Sn
versus lnT at temperatures below 4 K.
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the rising resistivity values due to the Kondo interaction w
the CF ground state. Hence, any comparison of the UCu5Sn
case to the situation found in a number of nonmagnetic
compounds at low temperatures cannot be considered h
However, the temperature of the broad maximum inrmag(T)
of UCu5Sn Tmax happens to be considerably higher thanTC
and therefore can be attributed toDCF .

According to the Suhl-Nagaoka theory,8,9 the inflection
point of thermag versus lnT corresponds to the Kondo tem
perature. This value for UCu5Sn would be roughly 15 K~see
the inset of Fig. 4!. At this point it is worth recalling that the
measured paramagnetic Curie-Weiss temperature,Qp
5263 K, is also consistent with the Kondo temperature
order 15 K. Various theoretical approaches relateQp to TK
by TK5uQpu/n, wheren is usually between 2 and 4.10

We have searched for additional signatures of the Kon
character of this compound by performing magnetoresista
~MR! measurements,Dr/r5@r(B)2r(0)#/r(0), for sev-
eral temperatures and magnetic fields. The UCu5Sn sample
was first cooled down to 4.2 K in a zero field~ZFC! and then
data were taken first in increasing fields~up to 8 T! followed
by a decrease of field at constant intervals. For temperat
higher than 4.2 K, the sample was initially heated to t
respective temperature in zero field and the data were
corded in the same manner as that for 4.2 K. The obtai
MR against magnetic field curves are shown in Fig. 6. T
magnetoresistance is negative, as it is expected for both
Kondo effect and ferro- or ferrimagnetic ordering. Due to t
latter effect, the magnetoresistance also shows large hy
etic features clearly visible for temperatures lower than 35
Similar hysteretic behavior has been previously found
UPdIn,11 and UCu2Ge2.12 Ferrimagnetic ordering~uncom-
pensated spins! was established for the first compound, wh
a possible canting of ferromagnetically aligned spins w
found in the second compound. The low-field magnetore
tance isotherms of UCu5Sn have a field dependence that c
be mistakenly assigned to pure Kondo behavior. Note t
the characteristic magnetic field,Bc , corresponding to the
inflection point of the magnetoresistance~Fig. 6! has a tem-
perature dependence opposite to that for a characteristic
of the Kondo model,B*. Bc , as opposed toB*, decreases
with an increase of the temperature, i.e., it has a sim
temperature dependence toBcr , which we related to the an

FIG. 5. The magnetic contribution to the resistivity,rmag, of
UCu5Sn as a function of lnT. The solid lines illustrate a Kondo
temperature dependence of resistivityr} lnT.
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PRB 60 4699HEAVY-FERMION BEHAVIOR OF THE FERRIMAGNETIC . . .
isotropy field ~Fig. 3!. However, Bc values are markedly
larger than those forBcr at the same temperature. The orig
of this discrepancy is probably caused by different sizes
shapes of polycrystalline samples studied. Furthermore
Fig. 7 we display the plots of MR versus temperature o
tained in two different ways of measurements. First,
sample was cooled in zero field down to 4.2 K and we th
measured the virgin ZFC resistivity, whilst slowly warmin
the sample up to 75 K. Then the sample was cooled in z
field down to 4.2 K and the resistivity was remeasured i
field of 8 T, as indicated above. Based on these two res
we have calculated MR and its temperature depende
which in Fig. 7 is marked as ZFC. One sees from th

FIG. 6. MagnetoresistanceDr/r versus field at various tem
peratures between 4.2 and 54 K for UCu5Sn. The solid lines are
guides to the eye.

FIG. 7. MagnetoresistanceDr/r of UCu5Sn as a function of
temperature.
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measurements that in contrast to typical ferro- or ferrim
netic materials the largest MR is found not at theTC but at
the lowest temperature measured. Hence, this find
strongly suggests that the decrease in the resistivity un
high-magnetic fields is due to the reduction of the Kon
scattering by fields in the incoherent state.

In the second run, marked in Fig. 7 as FC, we referred
high-field resistivity to zero-field resistivity, but determine
after cooling the sample under 8 T down to 4.2 K and then
warming up at this field. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the d
ference between the ZFC and FC magnetoresistance re
are only significant below 20 K. Especially, at 10 K, th
FC-MR exhibits a jump and a tendency to saturation w
further decreasing temperature. At present, this irreversib
effect is not clear, and may arise from a competition betwe
Kondo and magnetic order interactions or from a reorien
tion of spins. A similar effect was observed in our study
URu0.2Pd0.8Ga material,13 for which ferrimagnetic ordering
with two magnetic propagation vectorsk15(0,0,0) andk2
5(0,0,0.2) were observed belowTC552 K.14

On the other hand, the magnetoresistance of UCu5Sn pre-
viously measured at 50 mK, 0.25 K, 3 K and in fields up to
14 T,15 but only with increasing magnetic fields, do not sho
an S-type shape. In these temperatures and in fields abo
T, where coherence effect is thought to be absent~see Ref.
15!, MR shows a negative curvature depending nearly q
dratically on B, indicating the dominant Kondo-type beha
ior of UCu5Sn. Therefore, it seems that these high-field a
very low-temperature magnetoresistance data taken f
Ref. 15 can also be analyzed in terms of theS51/2 Coqblin-
Schrieffer model.16 The solid lines in Fig. 8 represent a fit t
this model. As seen, all experimental points can be satis
torily described by a function ofB/B*.17 This model also
predicts thatB*( T) is proportional to temperature,B*( T)
5mK /kB(T1TK); whereTK is the Kondo temperature. By
forcing a straight line fit ofB* versus T we arrive atTK
'15 K andmK'0.43mB . Since the three points used in th
fit do not fall on the straight line, these values can be used
very rough approximations only. Nevertheless, thisTK is
consistent with the value based on the zero-field resisti
and magnetic susceptibility data. We should also have
mind the fact that the above procedure has been applie
the magnetically ordered state, though the spin disorde

FIG. 8. Field-dependence magnetoresistancer(B)/r(0) of
UCu5Sn at different temperature below 4.2 K. The solid lines a
fits to the experimental data.
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contribution to the total resistivity at these lowest tempe
tures should be quite marginal.

The distinct Kondo-like signature of the resistivity belo
TC suggests the possibility of a heavy-fermion state at l
temperatures. Specific heat results, discussed next, pro
some evidence for the heavy-fermion state of UCu5Sn. The
specific heat (C), between 0.4 and 10 K for UCu5Sn, and
between 1 and 10 K for ThCu5Sn, has been measured by t
relaxation method. The results for UCu5Sn and for the non-
magnetic reference sample, ThCu5Sn, are shown in Fig. 9 in
the form ofC/T versusT2. For UCu5Sn, an increase ofC/T,
characteristic of a heavy-fermion state, is observed be
about 7 K. C/T reaches a maximum value of about 3
mJ/K2mol at 0.8 K before it starts to decrease~see the inset
to Fig. 9!. Recall that we have found a correspondi
anomaly in the resistivity, also at about 0.8 K. Despite
fact that the origin of this anomaly is currently unclear, ho
ever, we think that its influence on the finalg(0) value may
be negligible. The support of this argument lies in the m
sured C/T for solid solutions U12xThxCu5Sn, where the
g(0) value per uranium mole reaches the same order of m
nitude as that for pure UCu5Sn. Moreover, these compos
tions have not shown any anomaly in theirC/T versusT as

FIG. 9. The specific heat plotted asC/T versusT2 for UCu5Sn
~open squares!, ThCu5Sn ~open circles!, and their difference~solid
diamonds!. The inset shows the low-temperature behavior ofC/T
for UCu5Sn.
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well as in r versusT dependences down to very low tem
peratures. More systematic studies of the magnetic prope
of the solid solutions U12xThxCu5Sn will be published else-
where.

Theg(0) value of UCu5Sn, determined by the extrapola
tion to T50 K of the lowest temperature values ofC/T, is
then about 330 mJ/K2 mol. This value which, however, ma
be influenced by the observed maximum inC/T at 0.8 K, is
again well in line with the Kondo temperature approximat
from the magnetic susceptibility, resistivity or magnetores
tance.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented experimental results of the magn
transport, and thermal properties of UCu5Sn. The following
conclusions are remarkable.

~i! The bulk and neutron powder diffraction measur
ments point to a ferrimagnetic order belowTC553.5 K.

~ii ! The electrical resistivity behavior can be qualitative
explained in terms of the Kondo interaction and crystalli
field splitting. The dc-magnetic susceptibility, electrical r
sistivity, magnetoresistance, and specific heat data also
cate an existence of the Kondo effect, which is characteri
by the Kondo temperature of order 15 K.

~iii ! The specific heat data imply that UCu5Sn is a mod-
erate heavy fermion. It is unique in the sense that the hea
fermion state is formed in the ferrimagnetic state. Parti
larly, the heavy-fermion characteristics are found in th
compound despite the fact that the magnetic energy sca
much larger than the Kondo scale, i.e.,TC@ TK .

~iv! Both the electrical resistivity and specific heat displ
an anomaly atT50.8 K, which may suggest some addition
transition, if its appearance is not caused by extrinsic r
sons. Additional microscopic measurements at very low te
peratures are required to further probe the behavior of
interesting compound.
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